Article 17th September, 2012

Life Skills
‘Every thought we think is creating future.’
“A wise man will make more opportunities
than he finds.”
-- Francis Bacon

Opportunity and possibility
I don’t know what I really want….
I need a bit of more time to settle in the
relationship.
If only I had more clarity, I would have the courage
to leave.
I am unhappy as I am just five years away from retirement.
If I had more support from the world, I would be a different person.
How many of us have such above conversations???? Do we really do what we want to???
Do we keep vacillating months with few thoughts because we didn’t have money, the
courage, the discipline, the will power, the practical skills or support system…..do we have
the reasons why it is not safe or right to make the changes which are necessary???
The only reason can be is opportunity.
The opportunity to think again, wisely, without any fears, fear of change, fear of judgement,
fear of looking good, fear of blame, fear of anger, fear of insecurity, fear of unworthiness,
waiting for a false hope, loss of identity, fear of facing oneself, fear of your own powr or
incapacity or pessimism or resignation thoughts of what’s the point.
“We are continually faced with great opportunities which are brilliantly disguised as
unsolvable problems.”
-- Margaret Mead

It is said opportunity never knocks the door twice….

What is opportunity, and when does it knock? It never knocks. You can wait a whole lifetime,
listening, hoping, and you will hear no knocking. None at all. You are opportunity, and you must
knock on the door leading to your destiny. You prepare yourself to recognize opportunity, to
pursue and seize opportunity as you develop the strength of your personality, and build a self‐
image with which you are able to live ‐‐ with your self‐respect alive and growing. We don’t
change overnight. Personal growth requires persistence.
For many people the cloud of confusion or apparent confusion keeps them occupied for
months and years…the mind doesn’t see the future path and mind is strong enough to resist
the change…

the opportunity…. just trust the Universe to show you the next step once

you have taken the first…
People keep trying and keeps trying to change, struggling more and more for the changes to
happen, remaining same place over the years…..

the opportunity… just trust

the Universe

is there to protect you and take care of you, what you need is give your complete efforts rather
than trying efforts….
The feelings of anger, blame and revenge keeps going on and on, over the months and years,
making you feel in win‐win situations with people around you…

the opportunity …just

trust the Universe, trying to lose‐lose situations, blessing people and get on with it rather than
keeping on your shoulders all your life as a baggage….
People keep resigning wit thoughts, what’s the point? over months and years… the space
comes from the energy of pessimism and resignation and crafted with beautiful arguments of
blocking beliefs…

the opportunity …just trust The Universe giving up such masks and

fears, accepting the fearlessness feelings to move ahead…
People vibrate with feelings of self‐doubts, incapacity and unworthiness about one’s chances
for growth and progress, over months and years… the

opportunity… just trust the

Universe that whatever way you are here is to develop your worthiness and self‐esteem in this
world of duality, and it will support you any ways….
People keep waiting for some signs form heavens so that they can pursue their highest growth
and happiness, over months and years…. the

opportunity …just trust in

your connection

to your Higher Self which in turn is connected to the Supreme Power to guide you at every
step….
People have so called real fears, deficiencies, weaknesses, inefficiencies, incapacity, flaws,
habits, tendencies, attitudes driving them into dysfunctional and disharmonious relationship
over the months and years…. the

opportunity …Just trust the Universe to give you

information to correct on your negatives and face the brunts of life very powerfully, out of love
and grace….
People keep searching for their identities over months and years..our own loss of identity and
fear of facing our ownselves creates dark holes and identities undefined…

the

opportunity… just trust The Universe to uplift you and liberate you from such experiences
and transform you…

Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate, our deepest fear is that
we are powerful beyond measure, our thoughts travel much faster than
even the speed of light either to make us or break us… so it’s
interesting to consider the opportunity and possibility that the new
might be better than what you are clinging to. The unknown, the future
that you are scared to face, might just be the first step of an amazing
adventure, the first step to take you to your highest growth and
progress…..
Love you all
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